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Abstract: Recently, spatial organization in salt marshes was shown to contain vital information on
system resilience. However, in salt marshes, it remains poorly understood what shaping processes
regulate spatial patterns in soil or vegetation properties that can be detected in the surface reflectance
signal. In this case study we compared the effect on surface reflectance of four major shaping
processes: Flooding duration, wave forcing, competition, and creek formation. We applied the ProSail
model to a pioneering salt marsh species (Spartina anglica) to identify through which vegetation and
soil properties these processes affected reflectance, and used in situ reflectance data at the leaf and
canopy scale and satellite data on the canopy scale to identify the spatial patterns in the biophysical
characteristics of this salt marsh pioneer in spring. Our results suggest that the spatial patterns in
the pioneer zone of the studied salt marsh are mainly caused by the effect of flood duration. Flood
duration explained over three times as much of the variation in canopy properties as wave forcing,
competition, or creek influence. It particularly affects spatial patterns through canopy properties,
especially the leaf area index, while leaf characteristics appear to have a relatively minor effect
on reflectance.
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1. Introduction

Analyzing spatial patterns has long been recognized as an important method to understand the
mechanisms organizing ecological systems [1]. Understanding the processes that generate ecological
spatial patterns in plant communities is historically considered a major goal of community ecology [2],
which recently gained renewed attention when it was suggested that spatial patterns could increase the
precision in predicting sudden critical transitions [3]. An example of this can be found in salt marshes
where spatial patterns were found to contain vital information on system resilience [4]. Despite
its usefulness, the underlying biotic and abiotic mechanisms causing these patterns remain poorly
understood [5], which limits the interpretation of spatial patterns. In addition, it is often unclear how
these underlying mechanisms are expressed and become visible. In this study, we aim to improve the
interpretation of spatial patterns by investigating which biotic and abiotic mechanisms have created
the spatial patterns, and by examining through which vegetation characteristics these mechanisms
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become visible as spatial patterns. This will increase our general understanding of ecosystems and
improve our ability to monitor their stability.

Spatial patterns can be defined as a pattern in the spatial distribution of a variable, in this study
we focus on vegetation reflectance, and hence with spatial pattern we mean the spatial distribution
of similarities and dissimilarities of vegetation reflectance. In general, two types of vegetation based
spatial pattern studies can be distinguished: i) Studies focusing on the effect of an (often abiotic)
parameter on vegetation zonation (i.e., zonation of different plant species) and ii) studies focusing
on how vegetation properties affect spatial patterning (i.e., patterns in a single species). In the first
case, the focus was generally on the effect of a single parameter (e.g., nutrient composition, salinity,
or competition) on vegetation zonation. Here, the spatial pattern changes as a result of changes in
composition of the species. In the second case, studies can focus on the effect of changing vegetation
properties on spatial patterns, for example, the effect of drought, and the corresponding low water
content in plants [6–8] or changes in biomass in response to salinity [9,10]. This changes the appearance
of plants, which changes the spatial pattern. Our study falls in the second category as we are interested
in the vegetation properties that are affected by biotic and abiotic processes. In this study, we focus on
the spatial variation of biophysical properties of a single species, and do not look at vegetation zonation.

To understand the stability of services provided by ecosystems and the resilience of such a system,
using spatial patterns, analyses have to be performed at a large spatial scale, which is made feasible
with remote sensing [11]. Satellite data offer a sufficient spatial scale and synoptic coverage that cannot
easily be obtained through field observations [11]. The effects of vegetation properties on optical
reflectance on a scale that affects satellite data, and hence affects spatial patterns, are traditionally
studied in two different ways: Either through vegetation indices (VI’s) linked through correlation
with physical properties or through physical models [12]. Vegetation indices are widely used, whereas
physical models are most often used in agriculture. A VI is generally directly related to in situ
biophysical properties or environmental properties, and is influenced by biophysical properties of
the canopy and leaves. VIs are also sensitive to soil background (e.g., grain-size, moisture content,
or organic matter), chlorophyll content or spatial orientation of leaves [13], this broad sensitivity makes
it difficult to establish how each characteristic is being affected, as the VI is a result of the combination
of all of them. Physical models allow for a more in-depth analysis, and can be used to establish the
effects of individual vegetation characteristics on reflectance. Physical models use properties of the
object under study as parameters and apply the physical laws to simulate reflectance. Often these
models are then inverted to estimate object properties from reflectance [13–15] (for a more extensive
introduction on reflectance modelling and advantages over correlation models see Reference [12]).
This modelling approach allows each modelled parameter to be studied separately and its individual
effect size can be established, which is a major advantage over correlation studies based on simple VI’s
(see Reference [12]). As our in-depth study of the effects of biotic and abiotic processes on vegetation
properties depends on isolating the effects of vegetation properties to study their effect on reflectance,
we will apply the physical model ProSail (see the Methods Section for further details).

Salt marshes provide valuable ecosystem services; they support local fisheries by providing a
refuge for juvenile fish [16–18], economic services such as increased tourism [18,19], reduced nutrient
loading in coastal waters [18], and wave mitigation and flood protection [20–22]. The ecosystem
services of tidal salt marshes have even be said to parallel those of mangrove forests [18], which
are known to be extremely valuable [23–25]. Hence, understanding the processes that drive the
development of spatial patterns in marshes will help us to safeguard these ecosystems and the services
they provide.

The effect of vegetation properties on spatial patterns in this valuable ecosystem is still poorly
understood. Previous studies mainly focused on the effects of vegetation zonation on spatial
patterns [2,26–30]. These vegetation zonation studies reported various influential factors; highly
influential factors are: Inundation time [2,26,31,32], wave forcing [33–37], competition [2,38,39],
and creek influence [26,27,31,40,41].
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The aim of this paper is to gain insight into which factors drive spatial patterns in a mono-specific
saltmarsh vegetation. Our primary aim is to describe the relative effect of four landscape shaping
processes, i.e., flooding duration, wave forcing, competition, and creek formation, on reflectance of a
single salt marsh species. Our secondary aim is to identify through which vegetation properties these
effects propagate to reflectance, using a radiative transfer model to simulate vegetation reflectance.
As we aimed to model how spatial drivers affect reflectance, we focused on a single wide-spread
species Spartina anglica, which is a common pioneer grass. S. anglica occurs nearest to the water, but is
outcompeted at higher elevations [2,32,38]. This species faces multiple stressors and hence is likely
to manifest differences in biophysical characteristics (e.g., leaf area index or chlorophyll content).
In addition, it occurs in sufficiently large areas to be observable from a spaceborne platform.

2. Materials and Methods

To investigate the effects of the drivers flooding duration, wave forcing, competition, and creek
formation on spatial patterns in salt marshes we looked at it at three levels. We (1) examined which
vegetation properties are affected by these drivers, we (2) investigated how this translates to reflectance,
and (3) used satellite data to map the large scale effects of the drivers to see how large scale spatial
patterns are affected.

To examine which vegetation characteristics are affected by the mentioned drivers (1) we
compared the influence of these drivers with in situ measurements using linear regressions. To translate
between vegetation properties and reflectance (2) we used the radiative transfer model ProSail [42].
This model was calibrated with detailed in situ vegetation measurements, and validated with
independent vegetation measurements. The linear regressions of step 1 were not used in this model.
We used this model to evaluate the effect of plant and canopy characteristics on vegetation reflectance,
by simulating spectra using the range of the in situ measured values and examining the size of their
effect on the simulated spectra. Finally, (3) we applied the model to a satellite image and combined it
with the estimated effects of the drivers behind spatial patterns to examine their impact at a large scale.

For the first analysis (1), we used the entire range where the study species (S. anglica) occurs,
as this does not depend on optical data. For the other analyses (2 and 3), where optical data is used, we
selected only plots where the study species is dominant, to avoid mixing reflectance of multiple species.

2.1. Area

Our main study area is a Dutch salt marsh named ‘Paulina’ in the Westerschelde estuary
(Lat:51.35◦, Lon: 3.718◦). The site is tide-dominated, and experiences a semi-diurnal tidal regime, with
a spring tidal range of ±4.5m. The site faces Northeast, and is therefore relatively sheltered from the
predominantly southwestern winds [36,43]. The pioneer zone is dominated by common cord-grass
(Spartina anglica), but other species as sea couch grass (Elytrigia atherica) and sea purslane (Atriplex
portulacoides) also occur in the saltmarsh. Paulina saltmarsh is fronted by a ca 300m wide mudflat
area. The sediment in most of the estuary consists of sand and mud. The median grain diameter of the
mudflat in front of Paulina is 0.097 mm [36,44]. The salinity of the water fluctuates throughout the
season, for more details see References [36,45].

2.2. In situ Measurements

Independent sets of in situ data were collected for calibration and validation in May 2015.
To calibrate the model we collected data along three transects. Each transect started at the vegetation
edge, adjacent to the water and was extended landward perpendicular to the water line, until Spartina
no longer occurred. Additionally, we verified that the species no longer occurred over the next 10 m
landward of the final point of each transect. Along the transects, a 1 × 1 m plot was placed every 5 m
for sampling. The location of the center of the plot was recorded with a differential gps (dGPS). In each
plot, vegetation cover, vegetation biomass, soil moisture content, reflectance, and chlorophyll content
were measured.
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The vegetation cover was estimated for each plot in percentages using expert judgement.
Alongside the 1 × 1m plot above ground vegetation biomass was sampled using a square area
of 20 × 20 cm (outside the 1 × 1 m plot). The biomass samples were fresh weighed (FW), dried for a
minimum of 4 days in an oven at 65 ºC and weighed again (dry weight, DW). Soil-moisture content
was measured by taking samples of the top three cm of the soil using a syringe with the nozzle cut off.
For each plot, this was sampled 3 times, samples were pooled and processed. These samples were
fresh weighed (FW), freeze-dried for 72 hours, and weighed again (DW), following Reference [46].

Reflectance was measured using a TriOS Ramses 842D spectroradiometer. This device measures
electromagnetic radiation between 320 and 950 nm, sampling every 3.3 nm with 0.3 nm accuracy.
Measurements are performed with a specially designed rig to hold the spectroradiometer stable at
2 m above the sediment surface. The measurement radius on the ground then becomes a circle with
a diameter of 20 cm. This was done five times per plot, in a quincunx (dice five) pattern to avoid
overlap and hence pseudo-replication. A reference measurement was taken prior to each measurement
with a piece of white Styrofoam. Styrofoam is known to have a stable reflectance that represents
incoming radiance [47]. We attempted to minimize the time between measurement and reference.
If the light intensity changed noticeably between reference and measurement, both were taken again.
All measurements were manually checked for errors, reference measurements were used to correct for
irradiance, following Reference [47].

Similarly to the reflectance measurements at the canopy level, additional spectral measurements
were taken at the leaf level. To do so, 10–30 top leaves were randomly collected within each plot.
This set of leaves was arranged to form a surface of about 8 × 10 cm. Special care was taken to
ensure leaves were not upside down, and were clean. This surface was placed at exactly 16 cm from
the spectroradiometer. At this distance, only the center circle with a 1 cm diameter was measured.
Every ’leaf surface’ was measured 5 times, moving the measuring area to avoid overlapping of the
measurements and taking a reference measurement in between two measurements. Further processing
was similar to the measurements at the canopy level.

After the leaf surface measurements, the leaves of every leaf surface were immediately frozen and
brought to the lab for chlorophyll analysis. The chlorophylls a, b and a-carotene were extracted
using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). For the HPLC procedure we followed
Reference [48]. To measure chlorophylls the leafs were first freeze dried, and treated with a 10 mL 90/10
acetone/water solution to extract a sample. After centrifugation 50 µl of this extract was separated for
pigments on a C18-column with use of reversed phase chromatography. Separation was based on the
interaction of pigments between column and the tertiary gradient used. After separation, the pigments
were detected by a Photodiode Array (PDA) and a fluorescence detector.

Additionally, along the same transects, leaves were collected (on 1 June 2017), individually
weighed and photographed. Leaves were placed on white paper with a millimeter grid and a glass
plate was placed on top to ensure they were completely flat. After being photographed leaves were
weighted (FW) dried individually at 55 ºC for 5 days and weighted again (DW). Their surface area was
calculated from the photographs, which allows for the calculation of weight and water content per
leaf surface area. Leaf water content was not measured in the same period as the other measurements,
it was therefore only used to fix the leaf water content parameter in the model to a reasonable number.

For validation, 10 additional plots were measured in the same study area in May 2015. Vegetation
biomass and reflectance were recorded, similar to the measurements at the calibration plots.

2.3. Spatial Drivers

As spatial drivers, we investigated four factors expected to have a large effect on salt marshes
patterns—flood duration, wave forcing, competition, and creek influence.

Flood duration or inundation time is often estimated from elevation, and is expected to affect
spatial patterns in salt marshes, likely because it causes stress in plants. Previous works has shown
that flood duration is an important driver behind spatial patterns [2,31,32], and a small change in
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inundation time can cause large shifts in competitive interactions [26], which in turn can affect the
reflectance of our study species. A map of flooding duration (resolution 20m) of the Westerschelde
estuary was provided by Rijkswaterstaat [49]. This map is based on elevation data collected in 2016
using airborne laser altimetry, with an accuracy of ±10 cm, in combination with tide modelling, the tide
model has a maximum error margin of ±3% (see [49]).We resampled this map to a 5 m resolution
using bilinear interpolation.

Wave forcing can shape salt marshes [36] and facilitate sediment resuspension [37]. Vegetation
attenuates waves [33–35], decreasing their influence further inland, which may create a spatial pattern.
To quantify wave mitigation, we used the distance to the bare mudflat (i.e., the seaward vegetation
edge). This was calculated with the Euclidean distance tool in ArcGIS 10.1. The seaward vegetation
edge was derived from the RapidEye image (see spaceborne data), a NDVI threshold of 0 was used to
distinguish between marsh and unvegetated foreshore (i.e., the mudflat).

Competition is also known to be an important driver for plant zonation in salt marshes [39].
Transplantation experiments indicated that facilitation and competition play an important role in
determining spatial patterns in salt marshes. These experiments showed that species adapted to grow
at low elevation (such as our study species) are competitively excluded from higher elevations, even
though the high intertidal zone provides a more suitable habitat [2,38]. The effect of inter-species
competition was quantified using the distance to another major vegetation type. For this, a vegetation
map of 2010 by Rijkswaterstaat was used [50], based on aerial photographs and field determination.
The vegetation was recorded in vegetation types, but also included an estimated cover of our study
species. An area was considered dominated by Spartina anglica when more than half of the total
vegetated surface area was covered by this species. The distance to non-Spartina vegetation was
calculated using the Euclidean distance tool in ArcGIS.

Creeks are also known to be a shaping feature [27,31,40], with a significant influence on soil
properties and sediment accretion rates [41], which in turn contributes to vegetation zonation [26].
The distance to the nearest creek is often used to quantify their influence [31,40,41]. Creeks were
manually traced from a high resolution (0.25 × 0.25m) aerial photograph from 2016 provided by
Rijkswaterstaat. Only creeks larger than 75 cm (3 pixels) were recorded. The distance to the nearest
creek was calculated using the Euclidean distance tool in ArcGIS.

The four maps representing the effects of the four spatial drivers all had a resolution of 5 m
and were compared with the in situ measured vegetation properties to identify which vegetation
characteristics were most affected by the spatial drivers. For this analysis, spatial driver information
was extracted from the maps at the dGPS coordinates of the measured plots. Linear regression
models, using the lm function in R) were used to compare the different spatial drivers with the in situ
vegetation properties.

2.4. Model

Physical models are often used to simulate reflectance and, after inversion, can be used to extract
biophysical characteristics from reflectance [13–15]. A major advantage of using a physical model
is the possibility to investigate which vegetation property affects spatial patterns. An often used
physical model is ‘ProSail’, which is the combination of the leaf reflectance model ‘Prospect’ [42] and
the light scatter model in layers of leaves ‘Sail’ [51]. The combination of these two models is still
improving, and it is often used due to its general robustness and because its inversion is known to
perform well [52]. We used the ‘HSDAR’ R-package to apply the ProSail model [53]. See Table 1 for a
complete overview of the model parameters. HSDAR uses the Fortran version of ProSail 5b, based on
Prospect 5 and 4Sail. Using ProSail we simulated spectra between 400 and 2500 nm.

The reflectance model ‘Prospect’ requires detailed information on leaf structure (structure
parameter, N), water content parameters (equivalent water thickness, Cw), dry matter content (Cm) and
chlorophyll contents (chlorophyll a+b (Cab), carotene (Car), and brown pigment contents (Cbrown)).
The leaves collected along the transect were used to calibrate Prospect, The Cab parameter was obtained
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from the chlorophyll-a+b values. The Car parameter was estimated from the carotene values. For our
model brown pigments were ignored. The average water content per leaf area was calculated from
the photographed and dried leaf samples. The equivalent water thickness (Cw) is then calculated
using the corresponding formula ((FW-FD)/Area, see References [54,55]). Average leaf equivalent
water thickness (Cw) was found to be 0.0198 ± 0.0043 cm (n = 50). The leaf samples were also used to
estimate the dry matter content per area (Cm), this was found to be 0.0092 ± 0.0025 g/cm2 (n = 50).
The internal leaf structure parameter (N) was fitted using only the ‘Prospect’ model, in combination
with the leaf level spectra. Initially, in situ spectra showed a higher baseline than the simulated spectra,
hence a first degree polynomial conversion baseline was fitted using the ‘spc.fit.poly’ function from
the ‘hyperSpec’ R-package [56]. The parameter N was estimated as the value of the lowest RMSE,
which was 1.5. This is precisely the value that the authors of the Prospect model predicted as the best
to describe monocotyledons [42] such as Spartina.

The ‘Sail’ model simulates vegetation canopy reflectance from the soil water content, the Leaf
Area Index (LAI) and leaf angle distribution (lidf), solar, observation zenith, and relative azimuth angle.
Dry/wet fraction (psoil) is used to scale the brightness of the soil, using a linear mixture of standard
spectra of dry and wet soil, respectively. Dry/wet fraction psoil = 1 is used for dry soils, whereas
psoil=0 is used for wets soils. In situ gravimetric dry/wet soil fraction (= 1-soil moisture content)
were obtained from freeze-drying the in situ soil moisture content samples. Leaf area index (LAI) was
estimated from dry above ground biomass using the conversion provided by earlier research [57]. This
study reported the linear relation between biomass and LAI for Spartina alterniflora as y = 634.95x +
5.4774, where y = LAI and x = biomass. Spartina alterniflora is a close relative of our study species
Spartina anglica. Spartina alterniflora is a cross bread between Spartina anglica and Spartina maritima that
naturally occurred in 1870 [58]. These species are highly similar, we therefore assume the relation
between biomass and LAI is similar too. Applying this conversion allowed for the estimation of
leaf area index from above ground biomass, calibrated for Spartina (although a different species).
Lidf describes the leaf angle distribution. Based on earlier research [59], we assumed Spartina to be
mostly a planophile, and set the lidf parameter correspondingly (lidfa = 1, lidfb = 0). The hotspot
parameter was kept at 0.

Table 1. ProSail model parameters. The parameter abbreviation is the abbreviation used in HSDAR
for the model parameter. The mean value is the average value of the in situ measurements, fixed
means it is not derived from in situ measurements. The in situ range describes the range of values
(minimum-maximum) that occurred, and were used to simulate their effect on reflectance.

Model Parameter Name Model
Abbreviation Mean Value In Situ

Range Source

Prospect Structure parameter N Fixed (1.5) Fixed Fitted +
[42]

Chlorophyll a+b content Cab (µg/cm2) 56.4 42.4–76.5 Chl samples
Carotenoid content Car (µg/cm2) 3.421 2.398–4.579 Chl samples

Brown pigment content Cbrown N.A. N.A. -
Equivalent water

thickness Cw (cm) Fixed (0.0198) Fixed leaf samples

Dry matter content Cm (g/cm2) Fixed (0.0092) Fixed Leaf samples

Sail
Dry/Wet soil fraction

(=1- soil moisture
content)

pSoil 0.5340 0.4496–0.6214 Soil samples

Leaf area index LAI 0.706 0.003-1.215 [57] +
samples

Type of leaf angle
distribution Lidf Fixed(1,0) Fixed [59]

Hotspot parameter hspot N.A. N.A. -

Solar zenith angle Tts (◦) N.A. N.A. From
timestamp
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Table 1. Cont.

Model Parameter Name Model
Abbreviation Mean Value In Situ

Range Source

Observer zenith angle Tto (◦) N.A. N.A. Always 0

Relative azimuth angle Psi (◦) N.A. N.A. From
timestamp

2.5. Model Inversion

The model was inverted using a look up table (LUT). We used a separate LUT for each vegetation
characteristic, where all other vegetation properties were kept fixed on their average, and only a single
variable varied, according to the range of values found in the field (See Table 1). We used very small
increments and selected the closest matching value from each LUT. Spectra were compared using the
spectral angle mapper (SAM) technique [60], we used the HSDAR implementation of SAM.

To compare the LUT with the multispectral bands of the satellite image, the LUT was resampled,
by multiplying each wavelength with the corresponding sensor band gains of the RapidEye satellite
image (see Section 2.8).

2.6. Sensitivity Modeled Vegetation Characteristics

The sensitivity of the Prosail model in salt marshes was analyzed by comparing the effect of the
minimum and maximum in situ values of a single parameter, while all the other parameters remained
constant. The sensitivity was checked by analyzing the effects of the four main model parameters:
Chlorophyll a+b content, carotene content, soil moisture content, and leaf area index (see Table 1
for the tested value ranges). This method also provides insight into the relative contribution of leaf
properties and canopy properties.

2.7. Model Validation

To get insight into the model performance, we compared inverted in situ spectra, sampled at the
calibration points, with in situ measurements. The model was inverted for a single parameter at a time.
This provided insight into the effects of a single parameter on an in situ spectrum. To exclude mixed
pixel effects, we only used plots dominated by Spartina (cover > = 95%: n = 22). The spectra used for
the validation process were not used for calibration. In addition we inverted spectra from a RapidEye
satellite image (see 2.8) and compared the estimated values based on this inversion with in situ values
collected at completely independent plots in the same study site.

The relative advantage of using a more advanced physical model when quantifying vegetation
characteristics is tested by comparing the results of ProSail with a simple correlation based approach
using NDVI. The NDVI was calculated using band 3 (red) and 5 (NIR) of the RapidEye satellite and
compared with the modeled vegetation characteristics.

2.8. Application to Spaceborne Data

To test the applicability of the method to spaceborne data, we used a RapidEye satellite image
of June 5th, 2015 with a spatial resolution of 5 m. The image was atmospherically corrected using
the Second Simulation of a Satellite Signal in the Solar Spectrum (6S) model, which is known to
perform well [61]. This atmospheric correction model requires geometrical, atmospherical, sensor,
spectral, ground reflectance, and signal input (see Table 2). The atmospheric profile was set to
midlatitude summer.

In the RapidEye image, areas dominated by Spartina were selected, the ProSail model was applied
to the reselected areas to estimate LAI. The spatial driver information was extracted at the center of
every inverted RapidEye pixel. All analyses were performed on 5 × 5 m pixels.
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Table 2. 6S atmospheric correction model parameters used for the RapidEye atmospheric correction.

Parameter Setting

Month 06, from satellite image
Day 05, from satellite image

Solar zentih angle (deg) 28.91, from satellite image
Solar azimuth angle (deg) 171.91, rom satellite image
Sensor zenith angle (deg) 12.79, from satellite image

Sensor azimuth angle (deg) 281.32, from satellite image
Atmospheric profile Mid latitude summer/winter, here summer

Aerosol profile Maritime
Target altitude Sea level
Sensor altitude Satellite level

Spectral conditions RapidEye gain, band 1-5
Ground reflectance Homogeneous surface
Directional effects No directional effects

Input ground reflectance Mean spectral value
Atmospheric correction mode Atmospheric correction with Lambertian assumption
Atmospheric correction target 0, Reflectance

Again, linear regressions were used to compare the different spatial drivers with the estimated
LAI (see method in Section 2.4). The correlation between the effects of different drivers was tested
with Pearson correlation tests. In addition a multiple linear regression was used to relate the estimated
LAI with the spatial drivers in a single test to avoid explaining variation several times. This allowed
us to establish the relative importance of each spatial driver.

3. Results

3.1. Effects Spatial Drivers on in situ Vegetation Characteristics

The direct effects of drivers behind spatial variation, i.e., flood duration, wave forcing, competition,
and creek influence on in situ measured vegetation properties show that flood duration and wave
forcing affected all vegetation characteristics, and their effects were strongest on chlorophyll a+b and
carotene content (Figure 1). The level of significance is indicated by p, the r2-adj is the adjusted r2,
as reported by the regression functions in R, and RMSE reports the root mean square error.

Competition is strongly correlated with soil moisture content and LAI. Nearness to creeks was
only significantly correlated with chlorophyll a+b and carotene content, but this correlation explained
over 40% of the variation in both cases.

LAI seems to increase at a higher flood duration. However, a low flood duration only occurs
at higher elevation, therefore this value is likely codependent on competition, which only occurs at
higher elevations. The highest LAI values do not occur at high flood durations. The overall effect of
flood duration on the leaf level is relatively small.
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Figure 1. The effect of spatial drivers on in situ vegetation properties. The leaf properties (chl-ab and
carotene) are strongly affected by flood duration and creek formation. The canopy properties (LAI and
the dry/wet soil fraction (1-soil moisture content)), are affected by flood duration, wave forcing and
competition. Regression lines are shown for significant relationships: p < 0.05).

3.2. Effects of Vegetation Characteristics on Reflectance, Modelled Sensitivity

The spectral effects of four of the major model parameters, i.e., chlorophyll a+b, carotene, leaf area
index, and soil moisture content, were quantified via a sensitivity analysis on in situ data (Figure 2).
The chlorophyll a+b content affects a limited range of wavelengths (i.e., 500 to 750 nm), whereas
the effects of carotene on the reflectance spectra were negligible. Hence, the latter was fixed to
its average value. LAI and soil moisture content have a large influence on the entire range of the
spectrum. LAI shows a decrease of reflectance at higher LAI values, which was expected as higher
leaf coverage can absorb more light and hence lower reflectance. As expected, LAI changes the
shape of the spectrum, whereas soil moisture content only increases or decreases the entire modelled
spectrum. The contribution of leaf level reflectance (as modeled by ‘Prospect’) appears subordinate to
the contribution of canopy level reflectance (as modeled by ‘Sail’).
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Figure 2. The effect of in situ observed ranges in vegetation properties on surface reflectance, based
on simulations with ProSail. Surface reflectance is a fraction. The canopy properties (LAI and soil
moisture content) have a much larger influence on reflectance than the leaf properties (Chlorophyll a+b
and carotene).

3.3. Model Validation

To validate the model, we compared in situ measurements with estimated values based on the
model inversion. The ranges used to construct the LUT’s are shown in Table 3. The model inversion
shows that only LAI produces a significant, yet noisy, relationship between in situ measurements and
model inversion, in both the calibration and the independent plots (Figure 3). Chlorophyll was poorly
estimated, and the soil moisture content was always estimated as completely dry. These were not
taken into account any further, but rather fixed at their average values (see Table 1).

The comparison between ProSail and NDVI shows that the estimated LAI is closely related to the
NDVI (see Figure 3) (n = 10, p < 0.001, F = 313, r2adj = 0.97). However the ProSail model (n = 10, p = 0.02,
F = 7.72, R2adj = 0.4275) performs slightly better than NDVI (n = 10, p = 0.036, F = 6.318, R2adj = 0.3714).
Therefore, and for an improved comparability, we used the inverted model to estimate the leaf area index.

Table 3. Model inversion look up table properties. LAI: leaf area index; Chl-ab: Chlorophyll a+b
content; pSoil: dry/wet soil fraction (=1-soil moisture content).

Parameter Minimum Maximum Stepsize

LAI 0.001 3 0.01
Chl-ab (µg/cm2) 1 100 0.1

pSoil 0.1 1 0.001
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Figure 3. The first three graphs show the relation between in situ measurements and the model
inversion of in situ spectra. The fourth graph shows the relation between the LAI inversion and NDVI
both based on satellite spectra. The final two graphs show the model inversion of satellite spectra
with in situ measurements of LAI and vegetation cover. Regression lines are shown for significant
relationships p < 0.05).

3.4. Large Scale Effect of Spatial Drivers

The inverted model was used to estimate LAI from satellite images; these data clearly show that
flood duration has the largest influence on vegetation reflectance, followed by both wave forcing
and distance to the nearest creek. Flood duration explains over three times as much variation as
any of the other explanatory variables (Figure 4). The data clearly show that a higher flood duration
decreases LAI (Figure 5). While lower LAI values occur throughout the salt marsh, high LAI values
only occur close to competitors and close to creeks. The wave forcing seems highest at a lower LAI,
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the lowest wave forcing seems to occur along creeks high in the marsh, where LAI is high, although
the relationship is noisy and explains only a limited amount of variation.
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and Leaf Area Index (LAI) obtained from inversion of RapidEye satellite images.

The Pearson correlation shows that all spatial drivers are significantly correlated (Table 4).
The multiple linear regression analysis supports that flood duration had the largest effect by far
(Table 5).

Flood duration explains 70% of the total variation, and clearly shows that higher flood duration
decreases leaf area index. This seems contradictory to the effect at leaf level, where the pattern is
unclear and explains only 11% of the total variation and the highest leaf area index values is found
closer to the water. However, when interpreting these results, it is important to take into account that
they are based on a different set of plots, as the leaf level analyses includes all plots, and the large scale
analysis only includes plots where Spartina was dominant to avoid mixed pixel effects.

Table 4. The spatial driver correlation coefficients, all spatial drivers were significantly correlated with
p values < 0.001.

. Flood Duration Wave Forcing Creek Influence Competition

Flood duration 1.00 −0.44 0.55 0.41
Wave forcing −0.44 1.00 −0.30 −0.08

Creek influence 0.55 −0.30 1.00 0.41
Competition 0.41 −0.08 0.41 1.00
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Table 5. The contribution to the t value in the multiple-regression model relating spatial drivers with
leaf area index.

Spatial Driver Absolute Contribution to t-Value Coefficient

Flood Duration 67.743 −0.01078
Wave Forcing 9.124 0.00033

Creek Influence 2.321 0.00007
Competition 0.900 0.00007Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13  of  21 
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution of Leaf Area Index (LAI) estimated from the inversion of the ProSail
model applied to a Rapid Eye image of June 5th 2015.

4. Discussion

The aim of this paper was to gain insight into which factors drive spatial patterns in the
mono-specific pioneer zone of a salt marsh, and through which vegetation properties these drivers
affect reflectance. We found that in spring, in our study area flood duration has by far the largest
effect on large scale spatial patterns and is the main mechanism behind these patterns. Flood duration
is known to have a large effect on vegetation zonation, [2,26,31,32]. Here, we showed that, in our
study area, it is the driving factor behind spatial patterns in the mono-specific pioneer zone in spring.
A higher flood duration was found to decrease the leaf area index. Flood duration explained 70% of
the total spatial variation in LAI, over three times as much as the effect of wave forcing, which was
found to be the second most important driver. Wave forcing is also known to be a shaping feature [36],
and our result indicate that it indeed affected LAI. However, wave forcing only explains 19% of the
total variation and the relationship appears noisy. The other two drivers behind spatial patterns,
competition and creek influence, both show the same pattern: High LAI values only occur at low
distances to competitors or creeks, low values occur everywhere. These drivers explain respectively 9%
and 17% of the total variation only. At this spatial scale, it is clear that flood duration is most correlated
to the differences in reflectance, overshadowing the effects of other factors.
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It is important to note that this study is a first step towards understanding how drivers behind
spatial patterns affect reflectance of the vegetation of single species and create spatial patterns.
We focused on the monospecific pioneer zone of a single salt marsh in spring. Therefore, our results
have to be applied to other species and sites with other conditions, before conclusions can be drawn
on salt marshes in a broader sense.

4.1. Applicability to Other Vegetation Zones

In this study we focused on the pioneer zone of a salt marsh. Hence, it is possible that in the
middle and high marsh other drivers become relatively more important, especially where differences
in flood duration become relatively small. In our study, we focused on a single species (Spartina),
the pioneer zone was dominated by this species. At higher elevations, other species become more
important. Previous research showed that even small differences in flood duration can already cause
large differences in vegetation zonation, i.e., yielding different vegetation species or communities [26].
This indicates that this flood duration has an effect even in the middle and high marsh. Additionally,
the effect of wave forcing is also most likely to be strongest in the pioneer zone, and competition is
known to be an important process throughout salt marshes [2,38,39]. Therefore, it seems unlikely
that the large influence of flood duration is only limited to the pioneer zone. However, further
study will have to establish its importance in other salt marsh regions, and with species other than
Spartina. Another consequence of limiting ourselves to the pioneer zone is that we reduce the effects of
competition, as competition is likely to have strong effects near the border between vegetation types.
These borders were excluded as they presented mixed pixels that could not be inverted by the model.
We therefore recommend future studies into modeling all salt marsh vegetation types in a single model,
in order to expand research beyond the pioneer zone and establish the most important spatial drivers
for the entire salt marsh.

Our study site is relatively sheltered. In a more exposed site, the balance between wave forcing
and flood duration might shift. It seems unlikely that this would affect the relative importance of the
other considered drivers (i.e., competition and creeks). In the sheltered pioneer zone, which is relatively
important with regard to the ecosystem service provision [62], it was found that flood duration is the
most important driver behind spatial patterns.

4.2. ProSail

To establish how flood duration affects reflectance, we used the physical model ProSail. This
model combines information on leaf and canopy levels to simulate reflectance spectra. The performed
analysis showed that vegetation density and cover, represented by LAI, is the most influential in the
reflectance spectra. Therefore, the drivers seem to produce large scale spatial patterns by affecting
local values of LAI. LAI is one of the main driving variables and can affect the entire spectrum [12],
however, measuring LAI can be challenging [63]. A recent global review of ProSail showed that ProSail
is often used to model LAI, however, there are several problems associated with it [12]. The inversion
of LAI can strongly depend upon the number of satellite bands used in agricultural situations [64]
and can saturate at higher LAI values [12,64]. This saturation occurred around LAI values of 6 [64],
which are unlikely to ever occur in European salt marshes. Another problem associated with ProSail
in agricultural areas is that at earliest and late growth stages with very low LAI, the background
reflectance dominates the spectral signal [12]. This is reported at the earliest growth stages [12], As the
measured LAI and the vegetation cover show the soil is not completely covered hence soil reflectance
does contribute to the reflectance spectra. The LAI estimate could be improved by including in situ
soil spectra in the model.

In this study LAI was estimated with an inversion of the ProSail model, and compared with in situ
LAI and cover measurements. This showed a significant relation between modelled and measured LAI
and cover, but also indicated the inversion contains significant noise and has a relatively high RMSE.
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We found a strong correlation between NDVI and our LAI estimate. NDVI is one of the most
often used methods of describing spatial variation in vegetation. The high correlation with NDVI
shows that the inverted LAI represent the spatial patterns well. We would caution against using this
LAI inversion in an application where the absolute LAI values are of great importance.

This analysis was performed with RapidEye, which has a multispectral satellite sensor with five
spectral bands. This satellite constellation is often used for vegetation studies, however the estimation
of Leaf Area Index might be improved by using a satellite with more spectral bands. A neural
networking approach showed that, for LAI estimations, seven bands is optimal [64]. A better LAI
estimate may be obtained with a satellite sensor with both a better spectral and radiometric resolution.
RapidEye has a 12-bit digitization with low readout noise [65]. Its dynamic range of 12-bits/pixel is
comparable to other broad-band sensors with a similar spatial resolution, such as Pleiades and SPOT
6/7, but is worse than, for example, KompSat and Sentinel-2 [66].

On a large spatial scale the effects of leaf properties (chlorophyll a+b, carotene) could not be
detected. The canopy properties (leaf area index and dry/wet soil fraction) largely overwrite the effects
of the leaf properties.

ProSail is mainly used in agricultural settings [12,13,67–70], often used to study
chlorophyll [67,71,72]. We used ProSail to simulate the effect of chlorophyll on reflectance at the
leaf scale and found that the range of chlorophyll contents among the leaves observed in the study site
was not enough to explain large-scale variations in reflectance, suggesting that chlorophyll content of
the leaves does not play a major role in large scale spatial patterns in the pioneer zone of salt marshes.
It is likely that a wider range of values (e.g., in chlorophyll content of the leaves) will occur when
multiple seasons are measured. However, we only studied a single species during a single season (i.e.,
Spartina anglica during mid spring). As a consequence, the chlorophyll content at the leaf level had
very limited variability and so it had a limited effect on reflectance.

In Spartina stands, our analyses showed that LAI estimates are closely related to NDVI values,
agreeing with previous literature [73]. This indicates that correlation studies relating biophysical
properties directly to a vegetation index are not necessarily improved by using a more complex
physical model. In our study, the physical model (ProSail) performed only marginally better than a
regular NDVI. The main advantage of using ProSail is that it allows for the distinction between leaf
and canopy level effects, and even distinguishes between individual effects. However, for further
studies not requiring this level of differentiation, we recommend using simple correlation based on
vegetation indices. The slight improvement in performance and understanding is outweighed by the
large number of extra input parameters and computation required.

4.3. Effect of Spatial Drivers on Leaf and Canopy Level

In large scale patterns, leaf level biophysics are overwritten by canopy characteristics. However,
the leaf characteristics are affected by spatial drivers. Both chlorophyll a+b and carotene contents were
strongly affected by the duration of flooding and the influence of creeks. These relations were positive;
higher flood duration increases chlorophyll content. As plants that are flooded more often suffer
a higher stress, the opposite might be also expected. Decreasing chlorophyll content is a common
response to a variety of stressors [74]. Spartina is also known to decrease its chlorophyll when stressed,
but the force required to stress a plant differs greatly between Spartina species [75]. It is possible that
in our study site Spartina was not stressed by the regular flooding. Plants are able to adapt well to
regularly occurring phenomena, such as the day night cycle, and these factors are not considered
stressors, but are described as ‘regular acclimation’ [76]. However, our results indicate that biomass is
lower when they are flooded more frequently, indicating that they are indeed stressed. This is also
indicated by their improved growth when moved higher in the marsh [2]. Another possibility is
that the increase in environmental stress reduces light competition, although our data showed that
chlorophyll content is not related to competition. Light availability is also codetermined by flood
duration, as top leafs are flooded less than the rest of the plant. We tested the chlorophyll content of
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fully grown leaves near the top of the plant, so it is also possible that these plants allocate more of
their chlorophyll production to their highest leaves, as these are flooded least. This will have to be
studied further.

Creeks were also found to strongly affect chlorophyll content (a+b and carotene). Creeks are
known to affect soil conditions (e.g., carbon and nitrogen content) [41], which could play a role in
chlorophyll development. However, many of our plots were >40 m away from a creek, and chlorophyll
content is lowest closer to a creek. Chlorophyll content is therefore unlikely to be a largely affected by
nutrients provided by creeks. It remains unclear how this spatial driver affects vegetation properties.
The position of a creek might be codetermined by an underlying cause also affecting chlorophyll
content, or the spatial influence of creeks might be larger than expected.

At the canopy level, we found that LAI and soil moisture content are affected most by wave
forcing and competition. In our study area, wave forcing and competition complement each other: high
competition only occurs at low wave forcing and vice versa. The Spartina LAI values here presented
decreased as competition increased, and correspondingly, also decreased at low wave force levels.
A similar pattern is seen in the relation between LAI and flood duration. At low flood duration LAI is
low, which corresponds to an increased competition. The highest LAI values occur at intermediate
flood duration. This hints towards an optimal growing position, close to the water a high flood
duration causes stress, high in the marsh competitors cause stress. This pattern is known in salt
marshes [2].

Overall, the effects of spatial drivers are stronger at the leaf level, likely because here biophysical
properties are relatively simple and easy to measure. At the canopy level, there is more noise and
the effect of spatial drivers becomes less obvious. This is likely because the canopy level has more
complex parameters, such as leaf orientation, which are difficult to measure correctly [12]. The larger
variation at canopy level is reinforced by the inherit increase in variation that comes with scaling
up. The relationships described by the regression models is intended to show how vegetation
characteristics respond to spatial drivers, we would therefore argue for great caution when applying
them as predictive models.

5. Conclusions

As a first step towards understanding drivers behind spatial patterns in salt marshes, we studied
the monospecific (Spartina) pioneer zone of a European salt marsh in spring. We found that the spatial
patterns where mainly caused by flood duration, which affects spatial patterns through leaf area index.
Flood duration explained over three times as much variation as wave forcing, competition or creek
influence. The influence of drivers on spatial patterns seems to be stronger on canopy properties,
especially leaf area index, than on leaf characteristics, which play only a minor role. This knowledge is
a first step towards improving our capacity to use remote sensing signals as proxies for salt marsh
mechanisms. Since simple indices such as NDVI performed nearly as well as physical models in our
salt marsh pioneer area, NDVI may be well suited for monitoring these relatively simple systems.
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